1.
This paper is concerned with an extension of the theory of peak load or joint product pricing. It is prompted by a recent paper by Turvey and by Mar- shall's early analysis of joint product pricing (Marshall 1920; Turvey 1968 ).
Both of these authors hint at solutions to a joint product or peak load problem that have not been discussed in the major contributions on peak load pricing (Steiner 1957 , Williamson 1966 . Both Williamson and Steiner recognize the existence of a class of peak load situations which Steiner calls the "firm peak" case.
These occur where it is not possible in the off peak period to fully utilize capacity even when a price equal to marginal running cost is charged. This corresponds to Marshall's "valueless straw case". When the straw is worthless, farmers concentrate on the production of a crop which has a larger proportion of ears to straw.
Corresponding to this process is a firm peak situation where a public utility would install different kinds of facilities in order to vary its production methods so as to reduce the costs of servicing the peak loads. Empirical evidence of this can be noted in the electricity supply industry's production techniques, which consist of employing plants which have different cost characteristics according to their role in meeting demand. This was noted by Turvey whose paper throws some light on the problems of an electricity supply industry in meet-±-ni demand. Although Turvey does not explicitly state what are optimal peak load prices when an industry uses more than one kind of plant to meet its peak loads, he hints that prices equal to marginal running cost are somehow relevant. Turvey criticises the assumption of constant marginal running costs and constant incremental capacity costs as "too simple a notion to be meaningful". He then notes that for an electricity system consisting of plants differing in then Ay'/Am represents the marginal supply price of beef; if this price were less than the selling price, it would be in the interests of the breeders to make the change" (Marshall 1920, p. 854).
The approaca taken here owes something to Marshall's. In the model which will be developed below the peak period costs of using plant 2 are less than peak period price when only plant 1 is used. Because of this, in line with Marshall's solution it pays to introduce plant 2. The product is produced in two time periods, both of equal length. In each of these time periods, there is a demand curve for the output of that period. These demand curves are not identical and they are completely independent of each other.
Two plants are available for meeting the demands. Plant 1 and plant 2 have constant operating costs of b^and b_ per unit per period. They have capacity costs of g^a nd 6" per unit of capacity. It is assumed that b^< b_, and B, > B-. This alone is not sufficient for both plant 1 and plant 2 to be used. It is shown below that the following condition with regard to cost must be satisfied in order for both plants to be used.
(1) B, -3, -y-< b2-b^<8, -B2 Let X and x" be the quantities of output in periods 1 and 2, and let P^and P be the corresponding market prices for these quantities. Let the quantities xâ nd prices P. for period i -1,2, be related by the differentiable functions f such that P. = f_.(x.), f'(x.) < 0, i = 1,2, where it is assumed that f,(x) >_f2(x). 
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he problem is solved in two stages. It is first noted that the minimum operating 5.
and capacity costs for supplying specified output quantities, x-and x" , in periods 2 1 and 2 are given by the solution to the following linear program.
Minimize Y = b^q^^+ h^q^^+ b^q^^^+^2^2 2 "*"^1^1 "*"^2^2 subject to (5), (6), and (7) Let Q (x^, x") denote an optimal solution to (9) for specified x^and x..
It can be shown that Q (x^, x^) is given by the following:
Similarly, it can be shown that if 2(b" -b^) <_ B^-Br, , then only plant 2 will be used; and if 3, -B~^b" -b, , then only plant 1 will be employed.
Returning now to the original problem (2) , we may write the Lagranglan 
(4), (5), (6), and (7) must hold, and \i >_0i SL = 1,2; i = 1,2.
It will be assumed in what follows that the optimal solution involves positive prices and quantities in both periods, so that from (12) and (14), n. =0, f.(x ) = X , Since marginal costs are non-decreasing, it is clear f the assumed form of the demand curves that x^>_ x" at the optimum.
Case i (Firm Peak Case): x^> x" > 0. In this case (10) yields Q as (19) Q = (x^, x^-x^, x^, 0, -x.^, x^-x^). Now since q^^= < x--x-= q2> we have by (17) that y-o = 0* But q2 > yields from (15) that y", + y^^=^n' Furthermore, q"^= x^-x" > implies by (16) that X = y + b-so that^t = b" + g^-Since (12) and (14) imply, with the assumption the P. > 0, P. = f.(x.) = X, the optimal price, P^, is given by (20) P^= b2 + 62*
To obtain P" we note that since q,, = q,2 = x^> 0, it follows by (16) It may easily be verified from (1) that b^< P" < b" and e" < P < g .
Thus, if x^> X2 5* 0, i = 1,2, then the P^are given by (20) and (22) with X determined by P. = f.(x.) and Q given by (19) . Moreover, (12) and (14) yield as above:
Now q^^= q^2 =^i * implies by (15) and (16) that y^^+ y^-~^i^^^^-~^i • "*" b^, i = 1,2; so that^1 + -^2~^1 1
f^(x) + f2(x) = 2bj^+ 6T
hus, if X = x" = X > 0, then x is determined by (25) with Q and P. given by (23) and (24). 8.
It is now necessary to determine when case i or case ii applies. It should be noted by (15) and (16) Therefore, since f^(x^) = P^1 0, it follows from (20), (22), (25), and (27) that
ith equality in (28) if x^> x" > 0. It can now be shown that cases i and ii are mutually exclusive. Assume that there exist x^, x", and x such that x^i^o^^" ( 29) f^(x) lb2 + 62 =^l^^l ( 30) f2(x) >_ 2b^+^x -(^2 + 2^"^2^' '2T hen since f '. < 0, it follows from (29) and (30) that x <_ x , a contradiction.
Thus, the solution outlined above is unique, at least under the assumption that prices and quantities demanded in both periods are positive.
Implications of the Model
By proving that the two-plant solution will only apply to the firm peak, case 9.
Marshall's point on valueless straw is emphasized. The above analysis indicates that a welfare maximizing public utility facing a firm peak situation should move in the long-run towards the installation of plants of various types when appropriate marginal running and capacity costs relationships are fulfilled. The prices in this case differ from those applicable in the one plant case.
The solution has certain properties which are worth stressing. Price is not set equal to marginal running costs when two plsmts are used. This is quite different from the one plant firm peak case where in the off peak period price is set equal to marginal cost. Price is set equal to the marginal cost of expansion of the off peak quantity (on the assumption that peak demand is also expanded in the same proportion) . The relevant dual variable is A . ,
(which is equal to price) and the value of this changes according to the cost and demand conditions.
The point can be illustrated by contrasting the one plant case and two plant case.
In the simple case where there is initially only plant 1 available P, = A^= 4 b + X and P_ = B_ = b^.
X_ is the marginal cost of expansion in the off peak period. It is clearly marginal running cost as Xj~^i~^b^+ B, -X.. Verbally, with constant costs, marginal cost of the off peak commodity is equal to the per unit costs of supplying output in both periods as given by the demand curves less the value of the commodity sold in the peak period.
In the modified case described by the model presented above exactly the same rule is applicable. Price in both periods is set equal to marginal cost. 
It is first noted that the same results, (10), hold for Q (x^, x^) . Proceeding as above, define the Lagrangian L = n + Z X. (q^^+ q^, -x^) + n,(P, -f,(x^)) + Z^V .^Ci, " q.^)
Conditions (14) through (18) are the same in this case as may be verified by considering the appropriate Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Instead of (12) and (13) Thus, the fundamental results differ only to the extent that the dual variables have to be regarded as marginal revenues and price set accordingly.
The normative rule presented here will also describe the equilibrium results of a purely competitive decentralized process provided the conditions of production 9 are the same for the public utility monopoly as they are for the competitive industry.
Conclusions
The major point of this analysis was to develop a solution to the peak load pricing rule based upon the dual variables is possible. This rule applies with the usual modifications not only to the welfare maximizing monopoly described here and to pure competition, but also to pure (profit maximizing) monopoly.
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